
 
 

Name

Address

Contact

Email

Occupation

Livery Required

Horse Name

Age and Height

Sex

Breed

Does the horse 
have any known 
handling issues?

Eg require a bridle or head collar to lead. Prone to rearing or barging?

Does the horse 
have any Stabled 

issues?

i,e chewing doors, jumping over doors, door kicking, weaving or crib bitting?

Field Traits… is the horses one for playing, being ‘top dog’ or likes an easy life?

Any known 
behavioural issues?

Any vices?

Any health issues 
or allergies 

eg laminitis, copd…

Any previous or 
current injuries we 

would need to 
accommodate?

New Livery Application Form



 
 

Please complete the application form and return to livery@yorkshireec.co.uk 
 

We will confirm whether a space is suitable as soon as references are back. Should you wish to accept a non 
refundable holding fee of £25 per week will be payable to secure the stable. A stable will be held for a maximum of 5 

weeks. The first months livery fee maybe used as an alternative holding fee, which will then be used as the initial 
livery payment. This method is still subject to hold the stable for a maximum of 5 weeks.

Is the horse on 
loan

Confirm the horse is insured for Public Liability / Third Party and 
that  you can provide YEC with a copy on arrival

Confirm the horses is fully vaccinated for Equine Flu and Tetanus 
and has had a vaccination within the last 12mths 

Confirm that you understand the horse must have a clear Strangles 
blood test before arrival

Confirm that you are happy for the horses to have strangles 
vaccinations whilst on livery at YEC

Confirm that the horse has a passport and is microchipped and that you 
are happy to keep the passport on the premies as required by law or that 
you will provide photocopies to be kept with horses with immediate 
access to actual passport should DEFRA or Authorities wish to see. 

Please provide 2 references from equine professionals, ideally one from 
your current yard management. 2nd could be a vet or farrier etc

Do you require horse box or trailer parking. If so please confirm that it is 
in a safe condition and will be kept in such.

Will you be bringing any young children to the yard?

Lastly, do you wish to bring any dogs to the yard?
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